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Dear HCMC Members:
It’s been a busy or maybe even a crazy few weeks, -14’C and a 1.5 Foot of snow here at the farm. Some might
not have had the snow but I’m sure everyone felt the cold. I hope everyone stayed safe AND some members
hopefully would have had the Covid Jab by now! There’s also the new Website so go and have a look!
www.highlandclassicmotorcycleclub.co.uk
Oh and there was the small incident of me ending up in hospital, but I’m out now and doing fine.

A note from Neil our chairman:
Its here, the new look website, I hope you approve. If you have any comments or suggestions for the
website, please let one of the committee members know.
The Chairman's Challenge has started and some members have already been out and about, but I
would be reluctant to encourage even local journeys at this time. We should only be travelling for
essential purposes and although it is vitally important that members participate in the chairman's
challenge, it couldn't be said to be essential. I would just encourage people to take part when it
becomes possible to do so when the restrictions are eased. So hold back just for a few more weeks,
and hopefully things will start to return to normal.
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When taking the photos for the challenge, especially for the calendar, we will need good quality large
format photos, you will need to store these where the committee can get access to them, it has been
suggested that you use your Facebook and create a private gallery to store them in, and at the end of
the year, you make it public, so the committee can get access to them. We will need the best photos
for the calendar printed so the club can judge which photos they want in the calendar.
With luck and everybody doing their best to keep safe, the lockdown will be eased by March and we
can start to come together in small groups again, as for full club meeting and club runs we will have to
wait and see. An alternative & provisional date for the Loch Ness Rally has been set for 5th
September, if we can meet in large numbers once again.
Chairman’s Challenge this Year for in case you missed it:

The main challenge for 2021 is to photograph your machine with a castle in the background, the
castle must be North of Perth.
The second challenge is to photograph your machine in a picturesque scene for a calendar to be
printed in 2022 for the clubs 40th anniversary in 2023. I hope we get a good selection of good
photos to fill a 12-month calendar. The photos will be displayed and selected at a club meeting
April/May 2022, so your entries need to be in by early 2022.
Committee Vacant Positions: Runs organiser & Entertainment.
If anyone would like a position on the committee here is your chance! Runs organiser is simple just
point your motorcycle in a direction and everyone else will follow you! (What do I know? We’ll all be
lost if you follow me).
Entertainment, well just try and bore us to sleep or make us laugh with feely bags or a hard quiz that I
always lose. (It will be helpful if you email me the answer first, I won’t tell anyone!)
*****
Note: We have been informed from Andy Loosemore that there is some changes in the VMCC, Bob
Clark has sadly left his position as VMCC chairman, from what I understand there is more to this but I
thought its best members contact Andy directly for more information.

Sample of this year’s Chairmen’s challenge

I have received a few stories that are well worth reading over the last few weeks, the following
little story is another one from Malcolm….
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BSA Rebuild
Towards the end of 2018 I suddenly had a hankering for a BSA A10. I’d had one when a student and when I
saw some on a well-known internet auction site my interest was rekindled. I wanted one that needed some
work – even if in apparently pristine condition you don’t know what it’s really like inside until you take a look.
This is the one I bought the main benefit being that the cycle parts looked original and fairly complete.
Not original colour but OK, I wasn’t going to
restore it, just get it into a good running
condition looking its age so the main effort
would be rebuilding the motor. This short
story is about the crankshaft.

When I took the barrel off I could see that
the bores were in good condition and had
been rebored to +20 not too many miles ago
so I was hoping that the crankshaft was
equally good.

It was a bit of a struggle to get the timing gear off
without doing any damage. The next picture shows an
inadequate puller in conjunction with a C-clamp and
home-made legs with which I eventually succeeded.

This shows the state of the sump and gauze filter – not a
good sign as the bowl under the gauze should be the clean
bit.
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This was the state of the crankshaft when removed from
the case. Not very clean.

The journals all looked good – all reground to minus 0.020” but
the big ends proved to be oval by around 0.002” when measured
so needed another regrind. Timing side journal was OK but had
to be reground on the insistence of the person who was going to
machine the matching bearing for me.

Although the big end journals looked OK the big end shells
told a different story. Clear suggestion of debris in the oil.
The crankshaft oilway needed to be looked at.

There is a plug at each end of the internal oil gallery and
getting them out wasn’t easy. They could have been the
original factory-fitted items. It is a 1954 engine.

The removal process involved drilling out the centre-pops locking the plugs and then using an impact driver to
start unscrewing them. The impact driver wouldn’t shift them. The answer was to drill a rectangular hole,
insert a screw driver and use a spanner on the blade to turn it.
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This shows the timing side end of the crankshaft
which is where the oil enters the crankshaft. It seems
completely blocked with years of carbon from dirty
oil. Unlike the late 1958’s BSA twins and unit
Triumphs there is no sludge trap. This had probably
never been cleaned out in over 60 years of use.
The other end was similar. This stuff is very oily and
hard to clean out completely. It took some time to get
it all out using petrol, paraffin and very soapy water.

Finally a picture of the new timing side bush
machined to slightly undersize and finished to
match the journal by hand scraping by Esk
Motorcycles in Aberdeenshire.

Footnote. There is nothing special or complicated about the work I do on my motorcycles in my shed but I
thought it might generate some interest amongst the membership. I have lots more like this but rather than
have me bore you all with my mundane stuff why don’t you relive your motorcycling youth by writing about it
in the Club Newsletter.
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